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The aim of this thesis is to develop theoretical understanding and enhance programming 
skills in computational biology research. Advanced high-throughput sequencing technologies 
have rendered data with high dimensionality such as single-cell data. Dimension reduction 
methods are widely applied to high-dimensional data, with additional analytical approaches we 
can interpret such data and discover novel biological phenomena during the cell differentiation 
process. Transferring learning is one of the approaches that can be used to discover associations 
and heterogeneity between single-cell datasets. This method is used to explore multiple datasets 
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Dimensionality reduction is a common approach to handle high-dimensional data created 
in computational biology research such as sequencing data. Single-cell RNA sequencing data is 
one typical type of multi-dimensional biological data. This project presents principal component 
analysis and transferring learning (TL) [1] method over a series of single-cell RNA sequencing 
datasets of neocortex development from different studies.  
Problem: 
 
The development of human’s nervous system is a complicated biological process that 
involves interactions between a large diversity of cell types. Identifying unique cellular processes 
underlying human brain development has been challenging due to the fact that certain human 
brain tissues simply cannot be accessed experimentally [2]. Such study performed experimentally 
outside living organism is called “in vitro” study; while study performed in living organism, such 
as research involving human brain tissue, is referred as “in vivo” study.  One of the neuroscience 
research focuses is on how neural progenitor cells (NPCs) develop and become postmitotic 
neurons, which eventually contributes to the formation of neocortex (fig.1). This process involves 
different types of NPCs and neurons that produce different neurotransmitters. Studies of this 
topic have been performed both in vivo and in vitro [3]. One approach to collect the data from 
both types of studies is through single-cell RNA sequencing technology, which yields the 
sequencing gene expression matrix of single cells that are at different stages during the 
development. The goal is to assess the resemblance and differences between in vitro and in vivo 
studies, through analyzing data coming from both systems. 
 
 
Figure 1 Schematic View of Six Layers of Neocortex [9]. 
VZ, ventricular zone, iSVZ, inner subventricular zone; oSVZ, outer subventricular zone; IZ, intermediate zone; CP, cortical plate; 




In this project we analyzed eight single-cell RNA sequencing datasets from five different 
studies: Yao et al (in vitro), Sestan et al (in vitro and in vivo), Treutlein et al (in vitro and in vivo), 
Lim et al (in vivo) and Quake et al (in vivo) [4-8]. The single-cell sequencing techniques usually 
generate data matrices of the level at which gene i (row) is expressed in cell j (column). The 
expression matrix is usually at gene level but in general, RNA sequencing data can be processed 
at different levels including isoforms, junction, exons, non-coding RNA and alternative poly 
adenylation sites.  
 
In our project, we started with focusing on gene level data. The sequencing data was collected at 
different stage along the trajectory of cell differentiation. It contains information representing 
different cell types: NPC and neurons. NPCs’ development into six cortical layers of neurons can 
be marked by genes. Through visualization of the gene expression data using marker genes, we 
can observe the heterogeneity in NPCs and neurons as different layers are produced. 
Methods: 
 
 To assess the multi-dimensional single-cell RNA sequencing data, we chose Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) as the dimensionality reduction tool. PCA is one of the commonly used 
dimensionality reduction tools in computational biology research. In single-cell RNA sequencing 
data, each gene serves as one dimension. As one cell will be captured expressing multiple genes 
at the same time, dimensionality reduction is required to discover technical artifacts and 
biological phenomena from the data. PCA performs a linear mapping of the data to a lower-
dimensional space in such a way that the variance of the data in the low-dimensional 
representation is maximized. A resulting PCA plot generally displays the first two principle 
components (two dimensions), with the x dimension being PC1 which maps the maximized 
variance of data and y dimension being PC2 which maps data orthogonal to PC1. In the PCA plot, 
each cell from the dataset holds a unique position on the two-dimensional surface and is 
represented by a single dot, as each cell has its own PC values. Meanwhile, with selected marker 
genes, we can locate their gene expression values on the data matrix, which is to be used in 
coloring the cells (dots) on the PCA plot. This whole process generates a visualized PCA plot. Using 
appropriate marker genes such as NPC markers and neuronal markers coloring the cells, we can 
observe the distinguished clouds of NPC and neurons on the two-dimensional plot. PCA were first 
performed across out eight datasets. 
 
Then using transferring learning method projectR developed by Sharma and Colantuoni et.al we 
can further interpret and validate the data coming from in vivo and in vitro studies. The 
transferring learning process via PCA was achieved through projections across the eight datasets. 
Projection uses PCA result from a source dataset (e.g. dataset1) as space; then fit a new target 
dataset’s (e.g. dataset2) data into the space, which yield a new visualized PCA plot. In addition to 
the PCA results from the eight datasets, each of the eight datasets will have the other seven 
datasets to be projected onto its own PCA. Thus, our transferring learning PCA and projections 
result can be plotted as an eight by eight matrix. The transferring learning result can be used to 
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further interpret the cell differentiation process of neocortex development, and also provides 
validations of in vitro studies compared to in vivo ones by relating features from the former to 
the latter. Through neocortex studies and review papers [4-10], we have selected a list of marker 
genes, for NPCs and neurons, to help visualize the PCA and projection results. 
Results: 
 
We started with PCA result of in vivo data from Treutlein et al. as the source of projection, 
and Lim et.al (in vivo), Quake et.al (in vivo prenatal), Treutlein et al (in vitro), Yao et al (in vitro) 
as target datasets. Using neuronal and NPC markers, we can locate positions of neurons and NPC 
groups on the source PCA map and the following positions should reveal the same patterns of 
NPC and neuron clusters. Table 1 listed the marker genes selected to color the cells (dots) on 
PCA/projection plots: HES1, EOMES, MYT1L, GAD1, SLC17A7. These genes marks NPCs and 
neurons, including neurons with specific neurotransmitters.  
 
Table 1 Selected Marker Genes List with Additional Comments.  
HES1 marks NPCs and neurons; EOMES makers IPC, which is one kind of NPC; DCX marks neurons. “~√” represents observable 
expression in certain type of cells. 
Marker Gene NPC Neuron note 
HES1 √   
EOMES √ ~√ Intermediate Progenitor Cell (IPC) 
MYT1L  √  
GAD1  √ GABAergic Neurons 
SLC17A7  √ Glutamatergic Neurons 
 
HES1 is a protein coding gene knowingly to be expressed by NPCs, which makes it a competent 
marker gene for all NPCs in our data. Similarly, MYT1L serves as a neuronal marker since its 
expression can be observed in most neurons. HES1 and MYTL1 as the general NPC and neuronal 
markers successfully helped us identify the two groups of NPC and neurons, as we can observe 
from the first and third rows from the matrix in fig.2. EOMES is mainly expressed by one type of 
NPC - intermediate progenitor cells (IPC), which produces neurons through neurogenesis. The 
existence of IPC validates the ongoing neocortex development. EOMES can also be expressed by 
newly born neurons. Thus, in some studies, it can also be used as a neuronal marker. Depending 
on the different neurotransmitters, the newly born neurons in the neocortex can also be 
classified into different types. The neocortex contains both excitatory and inhibitory neurons, 
named for their effect on other neurons, among which Glutamatergic and GABAergic neurons 
are the typical two types. Glutamatergic neurons produce glutamate, which is one of the most 
common excitatory neurotransmitters in the central nervous system; GABAergic neurons 
produce gamma-Aminobutyric acid (GABA) - the chief inhibitory neurotransmitter in the central 
nervous system. Thus, we selected GAD1 to mark GABAergic neurons and SLC17A7 to mark 
Glutamatergic neurons. The existence of these two types of neurons shows evidence of further 
formation of neocortex in addition to the confirmation of IPCs. 
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In row 1, marked by HES1, NPC population is clearly distinguished from neurons in the PCA plot 
of Treutlein et.al in vivo study. With PCA of Treutlein et.al in vivo study as source providing the 
“space”, the projections with target datasets are supposed to match the pattern that right cloud 
of clustered cells to be NPCs and the left cloud to be neurons. Across the row of HES1 gene, every 
projection yields the expected pattern and boundary of NPCs and neurons, except that, in the 
projection of Treutlein et.al in vitro study, the ratio of NPCs (yellow dots) is much more significant 
comparing to other studies’ projections. Similarly, in row 3, MYT1L successfully separated 
neurons and NPCs in both source PCA result and projections. 
 
 
Figure 2 Transferring Learning plot using in vivo dataset as source. 
Each row is different PCA/projection results marked by the same gene, each column is the same PCA/projection result. 1st column is the PCA of 
225 cells from Treutlein et.al in vivo study (Treutlein-inVivo); 2nd column is the data of 226 cells from Lim et.al in vivo study projected onto 
Treutlein-inVivo; 3rd column is the data of 134 cells from Quake et.al in vivo study projected onto Treutlein-inVivo; 4th column is the data of 508 
cells from Treutlein et.al in vitro study projected onto Treutlein-inVivo; 5th column is the data of 1846 cells from Yao et.al in vitro study projected 
onto Treutlein-inVivo. Based on expression level of the marker gene in each cell from high to low, the color of the cells changes from light to dark 
(yellow to black). 
 
In row 2, the three in vivo datasets didn’t record active EOMES expression in the neuron groups 
and it’s mainly expressed by NPCs. Since IPC is only one type of the NPCs, NPCs clouds displayed 
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only partly active expression of EOMES as expected. The patterns of target in vivo studies (Lim 
et.al and Quake et.al) is in good consistency with the source (Treutlein et.al in vivo). Contrarily, 
the in vitro studies from Treutlein et.al and Yao et.al, showed active expression of EOMES only in 
their neuron clouds. This result indicates a divergence of EOMES expression in the neocortex 
when studies follow in vivo versus in vitro protocols. 
 
In row 3, despite neurons are clearly distinguished from NPCs by MYTQL, in the study of Yao et.al, 
compared to its own plot marked by HES1, the supposed intersection of NPCs and neurons are 
silent with both marker genes. Moreover, the circled peak also didn’t show expression of the 
other three genes. It is possible that those cells grew under in vitro protocol didn’t successfully 
develop into NPCs or neurons. Additional marker genes can help confirm this result. 
 
In row 4 marked by GAD1, first PCA plot showed that neuron populations in Treutlein et.al in vivo 
dataset barely contains GABAergic Neurons. This can be attributes to cells in this study are 
collected in the different part of brain tissue during which GABAergic neurons haven’t migrated 
there [11]. In the other two in vivo studies (Lim et.al Quake et.al), GABAergic neurons were 
correctly located in the neuron clouds. In the in vitro studies (Treutlein et.al and Yao et.al), slight 
expression of GAD1 are also recorded in some of the supposed NPC groups. In the projection of 
in vitro study of Treutlein et.al, GAD1 expressions were found in some cells in the NPC cloud. 
Referring to the same projection marked by MYTL1, lower neuronal expressions were also 
recorded at the same position. It is possible that in vitro experiment protocol Treutlein et.al 
applied may induced early neuronal expressions in supposed NPCs. This indicates a possible 
transitional state of NPCs developing into neurons in in vitro experiments. 
 
In row 5, glutamatergic neurons were consistently located in neuron groups of both in vivo and 
in vitro studies. Hence, a preliminary conclusion can be drawn that the selected in vitro studies 
resembles the in vivo process correctly regarding glutamatergic neuronal development. 
Discussion: 
 
Transferring learning approach via PCA successfully related the features learned from 
source dataset to the target datasets. Fig.1 above results reveals a preliminary understanding in 
lineage relationship between in vivo and in vitro studies of neurogenesis. While in vitro studies 
by Treutlein et.al and Yao et.al were validated to have replicated the neurogenesis and is highly 
consistent with the in vivo studies of Treutlein et.al, Lim et.al and Quake et.al, EOMES and GAD1 
still raised questions about the transitional process between NPCs and neurons, which requires 
further analysis with additional marker genes and projections using other datasets as PCA sources. 
In addition to transferring learning approach, we are planning on using Seurat pipeline developed 
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